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Gentlemen:
This letter constitutes the sixth Type I Progress
Report as required by Article II of the NASA contract
document NAS5-21881.
(a) This report concerns ERTS-A proposal NASA
control number SR-097 having the title:
Application of ERTS-A Data to Agricultural
Practices in the Mississippi Delta Region.
(b) The principal investigator is:
Dr. C. W. Bouchillon
Principal Investigator - UN023
Mississippi State University
Drawer GH
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(c) At this time we are awaiting the release of
processed data maps from the NASA-MTF-ERL
facility. These data are necessary before
progressing with the field site visitation
program.
(d) During this reporting period we have been
holding status quo with incoming data being
logged and an analysis being conducted on it.
Until we receive the processed computer data
maps from NASA-MTF-ERL we will be unable to
conduct the field site visitation program.
A breakdown in the processing equipment at
NASA-MTF-ERL has been responsible for the
slow down in the schedule.
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(e) No significant results have been obtained
during this period.
(f) No papers or publications have been released
during this period.
(g) No recommendations are offered at this time.
(h) There are no changes in standing order forms.
(i) There are no descriptor forms for this period.
(j) All digital data for this project is obtained
through ERL-NASA/MTF. There are no request
forms filed specifically for this project.
(k) There is no other information to report at
this time.
Sincerely,
C. W. Bouchillon
Director
CWB/mjr
